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Abstract

We analyse the occurrence of bistability and hysteretical behavior in

the underdamped motion of a simple one-dimensional lubricated friction

model inspired by the tribological problem of two incommensurate slid-

ing surfaces with a thin sheet interposed. This system was recently found

to possess exact velocity plateaus for large parameters intervals, show-

ing a remarkable quantization of the center-mass motion. We detail the

dynamics of the pinned-unpinned transitions induced as an external drag-

ging force is introduced in order to alter the stability of the dynamically

pinned plateau. A critical threshold value F
+↑
c of the adiabatically applied

force Fext is required to disrupt the robust kink dynamics of the quan-

tized state. The plateau is then recovered at much lower value F
+↓
c of

the external force thus producing a clear hysteresis loop that resembles to

the hysteresis occuring in the transition from static to dynamic friction.

Indeed, the pinned-unpinned transition is interpreted as a dynamic uncou-

pling of the chain density-fluctuations (solitons, due to lattice mismatch

with one substrate) from the other substrate. We analyse the dependency

of this hysteresis loop on the system parameters obtaining a phase diagram,

characterized by a first-order transition tuning to a second-order line at a

critical point.
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1 Introduction

It has frequently been shown [1] that simple phenomenological models of friction

give good qualitative agreement with experimental results on nanoscale tribology

or with more complex simulation data of sliding phenomena. In the present work

we take this kind of simplified approach, and restrict our study to the microscopic

dynamics of a lubricated friction model in one spatial dimension.

The present work is an extension of recent studies of a model for one-

dimensional lubricated friction derived from the classical Frenkel-Kontorova model,

consisting of two generally (but not necessarily) incommensurate sliding surfaces

represented by sinusoidal potentials whose interaction is mediated by the pres-

ence of a thin lubricant layer. The classical Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model de-

scribes the dynamics of a chain of particles interacting via harmonic springs, and

subjected to the action of an external periodic potential. Recently, Braun and

Kivshar published an extensive review book [2] on the FK model and related sys-

tems. Variations to the standard FK model including multiple chains have been

studied and look promising for the simulation of interfacial slip. Other applica-

tions have been found in several fields, including dislocation dynamics, adsorbed

atomic layers, incommensurate phases in dielectrics, lattice defects, magnetic

chains and hydrogen-bonded chains. In recent years, more applications have ap-

peared in the study of vortex matter, novel topological defects and high-Tc super-

conductors. In connection to the current hype on nanotecnologies, the FK model

as also been employed to explain the basic principles of atomic-scale engines [3].

The main feature considered here concerns the surprising hysteresis of the

system when an external force is applied to the lubricant particles dynamically

pinned in a velocity plateau. A well studied hysteretical behavior is found in

the static friction, when a motionless body dragged by a force does not leave

its pinned state until this force reaches a critical value. If the dragging force is

then decreased backward, the body returns at a motionless state only for a force

weaker than the depinning critical value. In the system at hand, differently from

the static friction case, the hysteresis loop involves dynamical states of motion,

in which particles sliding at constant average velocities (vcm = vplateau 6= 0) are

depinned from the perfect center-mass velocity condition only above a critical

value of the dragging force. An hysteresis is then observed as this force is slowly

reduced to zero, and the lubricant reaches the perfect-sliding plateau. Several

exciting features of this hysteresis loop emerge in our study.
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2 The model

We address a lubricant interposed between two sliding surfaces represented by

periodic (sine or cosine) potentials having the same period as the substrate’s lat-

tice constant. The lubricant is decribed as an infinite length chain of particles

joined by springs, as sketched in the inset of Fig 1. The interactions between the

lubricant particles are supposed to be well represented by the nearest-neighbour

approximation. The difference between the standard FK model is that two peri-

odic substrates are involved rather than one. The Lagrangian is

L = T − U , (1)

T and U being the kinetic and potential energies. The classical kinetic energy is

T =
∑

i

p2
i

2m
, (2)

where m is the particle mass and pi is the conjugate momentum to xi, the coor-

dinate of the i-th particle in the chain. The potential energy U consists of two

parts:

U = Usub + Uspring . (3)

The first term characterizes the interaction of the lubricant chain with the two

external periodic potentials representing the solid substrates:

Usub({xi}) = −
1

2

∑

i

[u+ cos (k+xi) + u− cos (k−xi)] . (4)

In Eq. (4)

k± =
2π

a±
(5)

are the wave vectors associated to the (generally different) periodicities of the two

substrate potentials, of amplitudes u±. The second term accounts for the energy

of the springs:

Uspring({xi}) =
K

2

∑

i

(xi+1 − xi − a0)
2 . (6)

a0 is the equilibrium length of the isolated harmonic spring, of restoring constant

K.

Consider driving the two layers to move at constant velocities v±: the time-

dependent potential acting on the i-th particle is then

Usub({xi}, t) = −
1

2

∑

i

{u+ cos [k+(xi − v+t)] + u− cos [k−(xi − v−t)]} . (7)
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Figure 1: Normalized velocity of the center of mass, vcm/vext, as a

function of the chain stiffness K, for the golden mean (r+, r−) = (φ, φ2)

and (r+, r−) = (σ, σ
σ−1

) incommensurability, where σ = 1+
√

π
310

. Here

γ = 0.1 and vext = 0.1. Note the logarithmic scale in the abscissa. A

sketch of the driven 3-length scale confined model is shown in the

inset.
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A phenomenological dissipation term, −2γ
∑

i(ẋi − vw), is introduced to

account for the energy loss in the sliding process. Dissipation is required to

achieve a stationary state but has no major role in the following discussion as long

as we remain in the underdamped regime, except for large K. The dissipation

constant γ is meant to account for all dissipative losses due to electronic and

phononic degrees of freedom of the two substrates. Assuming symmetrically that

dissipative forces −γ(ẋi−v+) and −γ(ẋi−v−) act between the generic particle and

the two substrate it is natural to choose vw = v++v
−

2
. Accordingly, the classical

equations of motion are

mẍi = −
1

2
{F+ sin[k+(xi − v+t)] + F− sin[k−(xi − v−t)]} +

+K(xi+1 + xi−1 − 2xi) − 2γ(ẋi − vw) , (8)

where F± = k±u± are the force amplitudes representing the sinusoidal corrugation

of the two sliders. Henceforth, we choose the reference frame in which v+ = 0

and v− = vext (so that vw = vext/2). The three different spatial periods a± and

a0 define two independent ratios:

r± =
a±

a0

. (9)

We assume, without loss of generality, r− > r+.

In view of limiting the dimensionality of the parameters space, we use equal

substrate forces F− = F+. We take a+ as length unit, the mass m of lubricant

particles as mass unit and F+ as force unit. This choice defines a set of “natural”

units for all physical quantities, which are henceforth implicitly defined in terms

of these units, and expressed as dimensionless numbers. To obtain a physical

quantity in its explicit dimensional form, one should simply multiply its numerical

value by the corresponding natural units shown in Table 1.

A two-substrate model was introduced by Vanossi et al. [4, 5]. They consid-

ered (r+, r−) = (r, r2), and centerd their works on the study of the force needed

in order to start sliding, finding that for both a commensurate and a quadratic

irrational r a finite force is required, while a cubic irrational r presents an Aubry

transition. In that version of the model, however, the chain was pulled by a con-

stant force between static substrates. A model similar to the one studied here

was introduced in Ref. [6]: sliding of the top substrate was achieved through the

application of a constant driving, via an additional spring. We instead choose

to move one of the layers at a constant speed vext. Previous work [7, 8] on this

same model found robust, universal and exactly quantized asymmetric velocity

plateaus in the dynamics of an infinite-size chain. The purpose of the present
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Physical quantity Natural units

length a+

mass m

force F+

energy a+ F+

velocity v a
1/2
+ F

1/2
+ m−1/2

time t a
1/2
+ F

−1/2
+ m1/2

spring constant K a−1
+ F+

viscous friction γ a
−1/2
+ F

1/2
+ m1/2

Table 1: Natural units for sev-

eral physical quantities in a sys-

tem where length, force and mass

are measured in units of a+, F+,

and m respectively.

work is the detailed study of the nature of the process of leaving and recovering

these plateau under the action of a slowly varied force Fext applied equally to all

lubricant particles.

3 Technical implementation

To solve the differential equations of motion (8) we use a standard adaptive fourth-

order Runge-Kutta algorithm [9]. We apply the model described in Sect. 2 to the

case of an infinite-length particle chain. Also the problem of a finite-size chain is

interesting on its own [10, 11] but we will not consider it here due to nontrivial

size effects. To address the ideal infinite-size chain, in practical computations a

finite number N of particles must be considered: finite-size effects are minimized

by applying periodic boundary conditions (PBC) and considering appropriate

size scaling. Notice that in the equations of motion (8) no mention is made of the

inter-particle equilibrium length a0, which is only introduced in the dynamics by

the boundary condition xN+1 = x1 +Na0. PBC enforce a fixed-density condition

for the chain, with a coverage r+ of chain atoms on the denser substrate.

3.1 Periodic boundary conditions

PBC are straightforward for rational r±. In the irrational case the problem is more

delicate. Problem with using the machine precision values of the length ratios

r+ and r− is that, in general, for arbitrary N , the first and last mass generally

find themselves in a shifted position relative to Usub with respect to their periodic
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images. The PBC would be implemented perfectly only if the “(N + 1)-th” mass

was in the same static situation as the first one. Take the position of x1 at

the origin of the coordinate and let it correspond, say, to a minimum in both

sinusoidal terms in the potential Usub: the “(N + 1)-th” mass is L = Na0 away

from the origin. Its phase shifts relative to the two oscillations are

δ± = 2π

∣

∣

∣

∣

N± −
N

r±

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (10)

with N± = [N/r±], with [.] indicating the approximation to the nearest integer.

For PBC to be implemented perfectly these two quantities should vanish exactly.

This occurs only for rational values of the length ratios r+ and r−. When sim-

ulating irrational values we minimize the total shift error δtot = |δ−| + |δ+| with

respect to the number of particles: this error can be made arbitrarily small by

choosing suitably large integers N , N± [13]. The finite-size error introduced by

taking machine precision values of r± remains concentrated where the boundary

condition applies. Alternatively, by taking the same value of N , N± and approx-

imating r± ≃ N/N±, the finite-size phase-error is distribuited uniformly through

the chain. Eventually, in the limit of large N , the two methods lead to equivalent

results.

Approaching a problem in which incommensuration is one of the key features

by employing rational approximation might appear puzzling. However, by scaling

the approximate sequence, one realizes perfect PBC and produces a sequence of

rational approximants converging correctly to the appropriate irrational. In all

calculations of the present thesis we use this second method of rational approxi-

mants, to privilege chain uniformity.

3.2 Initial conditions

In our computations we integrate the equations of motion (8) starting from fully

relaxed springs, i.e. we impose a initial distance a0 between neighbour particles:

xi = (i−1)a0. We also assume that the chain is initially moving with speed vext/2.

After an initial transient, the system reaches its dynamical stationary state, at

least so long as γ is not exactly zero. As a consequence, the center-mass velocity

stabilizes, but it continues to execute small-amplitude oscillations. As we are

interested in the stationary state of the system, we exclude the initial transient

from all averages. In most (but not all!) situations, the dynamical stationary

state is independent of the choice of the initial state.
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3.3 The hysteresis scheme

To determine the critical forces when the plateau state is left or reached back, we

initially scanned the Fext line by small equal step, letting each simulation take

the final (position and velocity) point of the previous one as initial condition.

Through straightforward, this procedure is highly inefficient when accurate de-

termination of the critical force is needed. To overcome this problem, we have

developed and implemented an automated algorithm that after initial rough mea-

surement of the transition, bisects recursively the force interval to obtain a narrow

bracketing of the plateau edge. All calculations are made restarting from the end

of the last calculation before the edge. This method allows to concentrate the

measurements of vcm mainly at the edges of the hysteresis loop, obtaining the

critical forces with much higher precision ∆F/2n, where ∆F is the initial step,

and n ≃ 10 ÷ 16 is the number of times bisectioning is repeated.

4 The hysteresis

The plateau state is realized by the presence of a kinks lattice statically pinned

to the upper substrate, along which particles move. Unpinned sliding is realized

through either “melting” or unpinning of this kinks lattice. The plateau stability

is then associated to solitons, density fluctuations of the chain due to lattice-

spacing mismatch to the (+) substrate, statically pinned to the (−) substrate.

This mechanism is especially efficient for pronounced solitons, associated to soft

springs (small K). On the other hand, to work in a dynamical context, this

mechanism requires that the chain responds rapidly to the tendency to form

solitons, and this response is faster for stiff chains. For these reasons the pinned

state extends over a finite K interval and terminates outside. At the edges of

this region, the plateau becomes fragile and the kinks dynamics can be easily

disrupted by an external force applied to the particles.

The precise dynamics of the depinning transition is different whether we con-

sider large or small stiffness parameter K. Stiff chains allow only small-amplitude

broad strongly repulsive solitons, essentially harmonic equally-spaced fluctuations

of the density: these interact weakly with the upper substrate. In particular they

interact much more loosely when the solitons lattice and the (−) lattice are in-

commensurate, while pinning extends to much stiffer chains for r− = q r+

r+−1
, where

q is an arbitrary rational number. Pinning is lost at K > Kc when particles are

forced by the γ term to a velocity incompatible to the plateau, and the kinks
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melt completely or at least intermittently. The depinning at Kc represents the

Aubry transition for the case where the solitons lattice is incommensurate to the

(−) lattice. In the commensurate cases, such as those studied below (q = 1), the

Aubry transition is pushed to infinite K. It is then moved to finite K = Kc by

the γ term which, at large K, produces a force equaling

Fdrag = −2γ(vplateau −
vext

2
) = γvext(

2

r+

− 1), (11)

which disrupts the pinned state. Regardless of q, for low-stiffness chains,

the drift of the particles is too rapid, and the weakly-interacting solitons cannot

be regenerated quickly enough, so that the kinks lattice cannot stick to the upper

substrate: if vext was decreased, the plateau state could extend to substantially

smaller K, as the solitons are left enough time to reconstruct.

Hysteresis can be then explained in terms of kinks lattice unpinning from one

substrate. When an external force Fext is applied to the lubricant, the particles

would tend to move with larger velocity, thus hurting the solitons dynamics, but

the kinks lattice is not affected substantially until the force remains below some

critical threshold F+↑
c : solitons resist and the average center mass CM velocity

does not change. When the critical threshold is crossed, the kinks lattice is dis-

rupted and the chain leaves the plateau state moving to a dynamics characterized

by larger speed. If the force is cycled back, initially the velocity remains large

and the solitons remain melted up to F+↓
c . Eventually the CM velocity decreases,

and when vcm is small enough, the kinks manage to localize, pinning back to the

plateau state.

4.1 Golden-Mean calculations

In the stationary regime, the normalized time-averaged CM velocity of the sand-

wiched lubricant chain, w = vcm/vext, shows a strikingly flat behavior as a func-

tion of the stiffness K, esemplified in Fig. 1 for two incommensurate perfect slid-

ing cases ((r+, r−) = (r+, r+/(r+ − 1)), so that the period of the solitons lattice

matches exactly that of the (−) lattice): the Golden Mean (GM) r+ = φ = 1+
√

5
2

,

and r+ = σ = 1 +
√

π
310

≃ 1.10067.

As discussed above and in previous works [7, 8], the driven lubricant dy-

namics is characterized by the presence of perfectly flat w plateaus, whose precise

value w = (1− r−1
+ ) is independent not only of r− and K, but also of γ, vext, and
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even of F−/F+. Their occurrence was ascribed to the intrinsic topological nature

of this quantized dynamics. This phenomenon is explained by the (−) substrate

statically pinning the topological solitons (kinks) that the embedded chain forms

with the other substrate.

The existence of an exact plateau with a well determined velocity ratio

implies a kind of “dynamical incompressibility”, a dynamical attractor at which

the system tends to be bound. The stability of this state is also revealed by the

exactly null response of the chain to any perturbations or fluctuation trying to

deflect the CM velocity away from its quantized status. In order to probe the

stability and the robustness of the plateau we introduce a constant external force

Fext, applied to each particle of the chain, trying to perturb the plateau state.

Let us now turn to consider specifically the GM case (r+, r−) = (φ, φ/(φ −

1)) = (φ, φ2). We initially fix a value of the chain stiffness K = 4 lying approx-

imatively in the middle of the plateau of Fig. 1 and consider a sufficiently small

value of the damping coefficient γ = 0.1 (underdamped regime), and a value of

the driving velocity vext = 0.1. We simulate the infinite chain with a chain of

length N = 144 (N+ = 89, N− = 55) with PBC, using the method of rational

approximants (in practice r+ = 144
89

, r− = 144
55

). We check our results for size

effects in Sect. 4.4 below.

What is the effect of the additional force Fext? We find that as long as

Fext remains below a critical threshold F+↑
c , it does perturb the single-particle

motions but has no effect whatsoever on vcm, which remains exactly pinned to the

quantized value, as could indeed be expected of an incompressible state. Thus

the sudden change of w shown in Fig. 2 taking place at Fext = F+↑
c can be

termed a “dynamical depinning”. Upon further increase of Fext, the speed also

increases without limit. Moreover, if Fext is gradually reduced back to zero, the

unpinned state survives to a much lower value F+↓
c , where the normal plateau

dynamics is fully restored, Fig. 2. Upon further adiabatic decrease of Fext to 0 and

then to negative values, the plateau dynamics is abandoned again at a negative

F−↓
c . When Fext is then cycled back up, the plateau is recovered at a larger (less

negative) F−↑
c , thus producing a second, negative-Fext hysteresis loop, illustrated

in Fig. 3.

The critical forces F+↑
c , F+↓

c , F−↓
c , F−↑

c and the velocity jumps ∆v+ and ∆v−

are non-trivial functions of the system parameters, namely the spring stiffness

K, the damping coefficient γ and the substrate velocity vext. To analyse this

dependency, we performed several investigations of the hysteresis loop for varied
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Figure 3: Hysteresis for negative forces, obtained decreasing initially

the force with ∆F < 0 (triangles) and next cycling back with ∆F > 0

(diamonds). The plateau state is left as the F−↓
c threshold is crossed

and is recovered at F−↑
c > F−↓

c . Same parameters as in Fig. 2.
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c (dot-dashed). Below K = 2 the general behavior of

these functions is rather irregular and discontinuous. The K > 2

region shows instead a smooth decreasing trend. Above K = 135 no

hysteresis can be measured for Fext > 0, so that within our numerical

resolution we find F+↑
c ≡ F+↓

c . Here we set γ = 0.1 and vext = 0.1.
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Figure 5: (a) The critical depinning and re-pinning forces F+↑
c , F+↓

c ,

as functions of the chain stiffness K. (b) The width F+↑
c − F+↓

c of

the bistability region as a function of (K∗−K) (crosses), compared to

a fitted power law F+↑
c − F+↓

c = α (K∗ − K)γ, with α ≃ 5.3 · 10−9,

γ ≃ 2.7, K∗ ≃ 135.

value of K, and collected the hysteresis data in the Fext/K diagram drawn in

Fig. 4. We analysed in details the transitions for ∆F > 0 and for ∆F < 0.

The absolute value of F+↑
c , F−↓

c , F−↑
c and F+↓

c shows an irregularly increasing

behavior in the K < 2 region, while all the critical values tends to decrease

for K > 2, consistently with the fragilization of the plateau for rigid chain and

small-amplitude solitons.

4.2 Large-K behavior

By increasing K, the bistability region shrinks until, at a critical value, which we

name K∗, it completely disappears. In particular, as shown in Fig. 5(a), for large

K we continue to observe a hysteretic behavior up to K ≃ 130, beyond which
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negative-Fext region. Starting from a Fext = 0 initially unpinned

regime in the K > Kc region and decreasing the force to negative

values, the system crosses a force threshold below which the chain

enters the perfect-plateau state. Further decreasing the force below

F−↓
c the lubricant leaves the plateau state and the velocity decreases

without limit upon further decreasing of the force.

the width of the bistability region decreases extremely rapidly and would require

extremely long simulations to detect. Indeed, the width of the coexistence region

follows a very clear power law, compatible with vanishing at K = K∗ ≃ 135, as

illustrated in Fig. 5(b). For K ≥ K∗, F+↑
c ≡ F+↓

c : the depinning transition is

then continuous, and characterized by critical power laws, e.g. (vcm − vplateau) ∝

(Fext−F+↓
c )1/2. Even below K∗, where depinning is discontinuous, this power law

holds for the re-pinning transition. Approaching the critical point K∗, the jump

∆v+ characterizing the first-order depinning transition vanishes, and a continuous

transition line originates thence.

As illustrated in Fig. 1 and discussed in detail in Ref. [7, 13], for Fext = 0

the lubricant slides with vcm > vplateau when K > Kc, but we find that the chain

can be taken back to the plateau state if the dragging force is decreased below a

negative threshold, which we name again F+↓
c (undistinguishable from F+↑

c in this

region) for the analogy with the pinning force in the positive range of Fext in the

K < Kc region. In all these large-K regime, both both below and above Kc, the

CM moves at constant speed vcm = vplateau, and individual particles ripples around

this drift with a perfectly sinusoidal oscillation of frequency (ν = vcm/a+ ≃ 0.0383
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in dimensionless units) since the hard spring stiffness suppresses higher-frequency

vibrations. If the force is further decreased to lower negative value, the plateau

state is abandoned below the usual F−↓
c threshold (Fig. 6). As expected by

standard FK theory, applied to the lattice of kinks, this commensurate pinning

should resist to a nonzero force for arbitrarily large K. However, the critical

force for depinning the FK chain decreases with K (but never vanishes in a

commensurate regime). In our model, the particles are dragged by a frictional

force Fdrag ≃ −2γ(vplateau − vext) which is nonzero due to our symmetrical choice

vw = 1
2
vext > vplateau. This force Fdrag = γvext(

2
r+
−1), is at the origin of a finite Kc,

and indeed reduction of either γ or vext leads to increasing Kc (see Figs. 19 and 20

of Ref. [12]). Application of an external force Fext = −γvext(
2

r+
−1) ≃ −0.0023607

cancels precisely this dragging force, and extends the plateau to infinitely large K.

Accordingly in the negative Fext region, the perfect plateau extends to a wedge

region around this negative value of Fext: the range for which the chain is bounded

to the plateau shrinks with increasing K. As shown in Fig. 6, for large K, F+↓
c

and F−↓
c converge precisely to the value Fext = −Fdrag = −γvext(

2
r+

− 1), which

compensate the drag force of frictional origin. The physics of the commensurate

FK model is thus demonstrated.

4.3 The bistability regions

We analyse in detail the dynamics of the pinning-depinning transition occuring

at Fext = F+↑
c and Fext = F+↓

c . We do not consider here the intermediate phases

described in Sect. 4.5 below and restrict our analysis to the large-K region, for

Fext > 0.

Starting from the depinned state, Fig. 7(a), and following the Fext reduc-

tion path, for intermediate force (Fext = 0.045, Fig. 7(b)), simulations reveal

the intriguing occurrence of a sliding regime closely reminiscent of a dynamical

stick-slip motion. This intermittent dynamics is seen with particular clarity by

plotting the particle trajectories in the reference frame which slides at the quan-

tized velocity value of the plateau. A further reduction of Fext(= 0.02, Fig. 7(c))

brings the system back to the time-periodic dynamics of the quantized sliding

state.

We choose r+ = 1 +
√

π
310

≃ 1.10067 rather than the GM because for

r+ = 1 + δ, with δ ≪ 1, individual kinks are separated by r+

γ
and become more

clearly visible. We also select r− = r+

r+−1
like in the GM case, so that perfect

sliding occurs, as described in Ref. [13]. We choose K = 100 as representative of
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Figure 7: Time evolution of the velocities vi (upper panels) and of

the corresponding rescaled coordinates xi − (vplateau · t) (lower panels)

of seven contiguous chain particles. The plots refer to three different

dynamical regimes observed in the adiabatic decrease process of the

external force: free sliding at Fext = 0.07 (a), dynamic stick-slip at

Fext = 0.045 (b), and quantized sliding state at Fext = 0.02 (c). Note

the different scale in the ordinate of the vi-plots. Here γ = 0.1, K = 4,

and vext = 0.1.
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Figure 8: Soon after Fext exceeds F+↑
c , the system suddenly depins

from the perfect plateau and enters a dynamical state characterized

by vcm oscillations around an average value v′
cm > vplateau. These oscil-

lations occur as all kinks overcome a maximum of the upper potential.

In the present calculation we use r+ = 1+
√

π
310

, r− = r+

r+−1
, K = 100,

γ = 0.1 and vext = 0.1. The force is increased from Fext = 0.01862 to

0.01864 at time t = 23000.
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Figure 9: Starting from the Fext > F+↑
c region and decreasing

the dragging force, at t = 72000 from Fext = 0.0068826 to Fext =

0.0068824, the transition force F+↓ is reached and crossed. The chain

starts from an initially unpinned state: the CM motion is disturbed

by periodic velocity intermittences. Between two successive intermit-

tences we observe the regular kinks dynamics, with the plateau ve-

locity being temporarily restored. In the intermittences region, kinks

are localized near the maxima of the upper potential rather than at

the minima as normally occurs in the perfect sliding plateau. Af-

ter a brief transient, the chain abandons the intermittences regime

recovering the perfect-plateau sliding state. In the unpinned-pinned

transition illustrated here only one intermittence propagates through

the chain. Same parameters as in Fig. 8.
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the stiff-chain regime. For substantially smaller K other phenomena are observed

which would be long to describe here.

We analyse here in detail the dynamics of the pinning-depinning transitions.

When the lubricant slides at the perfect plateau velocity, as the dragging force

exceeds F+↑
c , the system abandons the perfect sliding state jumping suddenly to

an oscillating-vcm regime, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Here vcm ripples around an

average value v′
cm > vext. In the depinned state, the motion is characterized by

all particles overcoming the maxima of the (+) potential more or less together,

thus inducing a oscillating speed. The kinks dynamics is partly suppressed, but

one can see the speed oscillations as the kinks lattice overcoming the barriers

created by the (−) potential. This transition corresponds to the free-sliding of

the FK model when the applied force exceeds the critical force.

As the dragging force is decreased, the velocity oscillations occur less fre-

quently, and we observe a continuous transition from the oscillating-vcm unpinned

region illustrated in Fig. 8 to the intermittent sliding of Fig. 9. Between two suc-

cessive intermittences the kinks plateau-dynamics is temporarily restored, and we

observe the system moving at vcm = vplateau. Differently from the perfect plateau,

in the depinned region kinks seems to move nearer to the maxima of the upper

potential rather than to the minima, as occurs instead in the pinned region.

Intermittences are generated by local distensions of the chain, where the

particles arrange more homogeneously. In the distension region one kink (or

more) temporarily “melts”. This kink is then formed at a fews particles distance.

Figure 10 illustrates the chain distension in (a) and (b), and the kink reappearing

5 particles ahead, (c) and (d). This local “kink-slip” generates a perturbation

traveling in both chain directions, that makes all kinks overcome a maximum

of the upper potential, yelding a rigid translation of the whole kinks lattice by

a period of the upper substrate in the direction of the dragging force. This

disturbance propagates at a speed v ≃ vs, where vs = a0

√

K
m

is the sound velocity

of the chain. When Fext ≤ F−↓
c the lubricant particles recover fully the kinks

dynamics: intermittences disappear and we observe a transition to the perfect

sliding plateau (Fig. 9).

The above picture of dynamical depinning is valid for weak dissipation. For

strong dissipation, when the viscous damping coefficient γ is much larger than

the characteristic vibrational frequencies of the system (overdamped motion) the

forward and backward trajectories become indistinguishable, and hysteresis dis-

appears. In this strongly dissipative regime, instead of the hysteretic jumps, we
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Figure 10: The distances xi − xi−1 of nearest neighbour particles

in the chain, at 6 successive times of the same evolution depicted

in Fig. 9. Initially (a) a clear kink pattern is well established. A

local distension of the chain, (b) and (c), originates the momentary

disappearance of a kink. Next (d), a pair of kinks form a few particles

distance from the original kink position. This “kink-slip” generates

a perturbation, (e) and (f), that expands through the chain at its

characteristic sound velocity vs = a0

√

K
m

, and makes all other kinks

slide to the next minimum of the upper potential, and all particles

slip forward by a+ so that a vcm peak is observed (Fig. 9), whose time

duration is connected to the time this perturbation takes to propagate

through the whole chain.
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Figure 11: Hysteresis of the CM velocity occuring increasing adia-

batically the stiffness parameter K (diamonds) and then cycling it

back down (triangles). We observe, like in the Fext-hysteresis, a first-

order jump as a critical value K↑
c is crossed. Calculations done for

(r+, r−) = (1 +
√

π
310

, r+

r+−1
), γ = 0.1, vext = 0.1, Fext = 0.

find a nonlinear mobility region of vcm versus Fext, but without any visible bista-

bility phenomenon, exactly like it is observed for γ = 0.1 and K > K∗, Fig. 6.

Note also that independently of the value of the chain stiffness, no hysteresis

was found in the underdamped regime by varying the external driving velocity

with time with a gentle enough rate of increase and decrease [14]. This is expected

as larger velocity destroys kinks instantaneously, contrary to applied force, which

only produces an increased velocity later on, after it has acted long enough.

Differently from the GM case, in which K∗ < Kc, in the case (r+, r−) =

(1 +
√

π
310

, r+

r+−1
) we observe the bistability region extending beyond the end of

the plateau Kc (i.e. K∗ > Kc). In this situation bistability involves not only Fext,

but also the stiffness parameter K: a K-hysteresis is observed for Fext = 0, as

shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 12: Size effects on the hysteresis loop for the same param-

eters of Fig. 2: these effects are basically unmeasurable on the up-

ward transition, while we observe a progressive reduction of the vcm-

discontinuity at F+↓
c as N is raised. This discontinuity arises from the

vanishing of the last intermittence. As the chain length is increased,

this finite-size effect is reduced and this velocity jump decreases ac-

cordingly.
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Figure 13: Decreasing Fext from the unpinned state, the system

crosses intermediate states characterized by fixed numbers of inter-

mittences. When this number suddenly decreases we observe a vcm

discontinuity. These intermediate states show again a hysteretical be-

havior, when Fext is increased adiabatically starting from one of these

states. The dashed, solid and dot-dashed lines show the vcm trend

when Fext is raised back starting from the center of each of the three

intermediate states (Fext = 0.025, Fext = 0.044, and Fext = 0.051

respectively). Same parameters as in Fig 2.
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Figure 14: Considering a chain with N = 2799 particles, as Fext ap-

proaches F+↓
c the lubricant is crossed by two intermittences, rather

than one (as for N = 144 particles, Fig. 9). Here we obtain a more

complex vcm trend, and the average CM velocity is shifted to higher

values. The transition to the perfect plateau occurs through the sub-

sequent halting of the two intermittences. r+ = 1 +
√

π
310

, same pa-

rameter as in Fig. 8 and 9.
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4.4 Finite-size effects

Differently from individual kinks, which are localized phenomenona, intermit-

tences have a dynamics that involves quickly the whole chain, since they prop-

agate at high velocity v ≃ vs ≫ vext, for sufficiently large K. For this reason,

for the bistability regions where intermittences play a relevant role in the system

dynamics (large-K), finite-size effects affects substantially the CM motion.

Since we simulate the infinite lubricant chain by means of a finite chain with

PBC (Sect. 3.1), a perturbation traveling through the lubricant and reaching

one end of the chain continues to propagate through the other side of the chain

which has effectively the topology of a ring. Intermittences are perturbations that

propagate in both chain directions, so that when the two wave fronts meet after

traveling around the chain, they interact, often interfering destructively. The

annihilation of the two waves can leave an interval of absence of intermittence,

or can otherwise generate another intermittence almost immediately. Either way,

these intermittent waves probe the chain globally, thus their precise realization is

affected significantly by the size of the finite ring. In turn, these finite-size effects

affect the CM motion, since the number of intermittences is crucial in determin-

ing the particles average velocity vcm. While the pinned-unpinned transition is

basically independent of the chain size (Fig. 12), these size effects appear quite

clearly in the repinning process. Note in particular that, for larger chain length,

the amplitude of the last jump in the downward transition to the plateau state,

corresponding to the disappearance of the last intermittence tends to reduce sub-

stantially. Even the value of F+↓
c is slightly affected by N . This is due to the

discrete number of intermittences contained in the chain, whereof a sudden vari-

ation originates a discontinuity in vcm. Using a longer chain reduces the relative

effect of the discrete reduction in the intermittences number and for infinitely

large N , vcm might decrease continuously to the plateau velocity.

The states characterized by a fixed number of intermittences show hystereti-

cal behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 13. We conclude therefore that the region

F+↓
c < Fext < F+↑

c is largely characterized by multistability rather than simple

bistability.

Figure 14 illustrates vcm reaching the plateau as Fext is reduced to a value

very close to F+↓
c , for a long chain (N = 2799). The transition occurs here in

presence of two intermittences propagating through the chain. Comparison of

Fig. 9 and Fig. 14, offers a picture of the effects of the number of intermittences

on the CM motion (N = 164 and N = 2799 respectively). The presence of 2
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intermittences in the longer chain at the repinning transition suggests that in the

infinite-N limit, infinite number of intermittences might survive to the repinning

point, which would in that case retain a discontinuous jump of vcm. In fact it

is clear from Fig. 14 that the plateau is reached through subsequent halting of

the two intermittences, and this suggests that, if a force reduction step of even

smaller amplitude was taken, the two intermittences would disappear separately:

it is therefore likely that the repinning transition is continuous in the infinite-size

limit.

4.5 Oscillating plateau phases

In addition to the dynamical hysteresis reported above, in the GM case, for

K < 1.5, we find new unexpected phenomenona. For a value of Fext smaller than

the critical value F+↑
c , above which the lubricant particle chain is released from

the plateau pinned state, we find intermediate phases between the pinned and

unpinned states. Starting with Fext = 0 and increasing the force by little steps

∆F = 0.001, initially a “phase 1” is observed, characterized by perfect sliding

at vcm ≡ vplateau, like for K = 4. However, for these soft chains K < 1.5, the

perfect sliding phase 1 does not extend all the way to F+↑
c , but it crosses over

to a phase 2 at a new critical value F 12↑
c < F+↑

c . In approaching this transition

we observe a lengthening of the initial transient following each force step. Above

F 12↑
c an approximately sinusoidal ripple of the CM velocity develops around the

plateau velocity, as shown in Fig. 15. The vcm mean value remains identical to

the perfect plateau value, but the novelty is this ripple. The Fourier analysis

of the single-particle motion shows that the frequencies of the single-particle

oscillations of phase 1 and 2 coincide: the only difference is the perfect cancellation

which produces constant vcm in phase 1 and the failing cancellation which leaves

fluctuating vcm in phase 2. Phase 2 ranges until the discontinuous transition

to the sliding state at F+↑
c with a jump in vcm. The successive realization of

these phases along the hysteresis loop is illustrated in Fig. 16 for a typical value

K = 0.5. Next, as Fext is decreased, the usual hysteresis is observed. When the

perfect-plateau speed is recovered, the system crosses again an oscillatory regime

that seems identical to phase 2, ranging until the force reaches a (often negative)

critical value F 21↓
c below which the lubricant chain returns to the pinned perfect

sliding state at constant vcm ≡ vplateau (phase 1). Decreasing the force further to

F 12↓
c the system enters phase 2, until a backward depinning condition is reached

at F−↓
c . Resuming increasing the force (∆F > 0), the system reaches again phase

2.
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Figure 15: The time evolution across the transient between phase

1 and phase 2 enlarged and the propagation of the ripple at the

transition from the plateau phase to the phase 2, as the force in-

crease, ∆F > 0. The three graphs represents respectively time

evolutions over successive intervals ∆t = 4000, for applied force

Fext = 0.109, 0.110, 0.111. The following parameters have been used:

N = 144, (r+, r−) = (φ, φ2), K = 0.5, γ = 0.1, and vext = 0.1. The

time scale covers three successive ranges of 3000 model units.
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Figure 17: When increasing the dragging force (∆F > 0) starting

from an initially depinned Fext ≪ 0 state, the chain recovers the

plateau at F−↑
c (dot-dashed). For K > 1 the system recovers imme-

diately the constant-vcm perfect sliding state (phase 1) without inter-

mediate phases. Below K = 1 the system reaches the perfect plateau

sliding state only after crossing an intermediate phase characterized

by periodic oscillations of the CM velocity around vplateau (phase 2).

Next, when Fext ≥ F 21↑
c (small-dashed line) the system enters a per-

fect sliding state, preserved up to F 12↑
c (dashed line). A transition to

phase 2 is then observed, followed eventually by the velocity unpin-

ning from the plateau at F+↑
c (solid line). Decreasing K, the region of

existence of phase 1 shrinks, and finally vanishes at F ≃ 0.43. Below

this threshold the lubricant never recovers the perfect sliding state and

remains pinned in a phase 2 of rippling velocity. Same parameters as

in Fig. 4.
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Figure 18: Starting from Fext > F+↑
c (dot-dashed-dashed line), we

decrease the force (∆F < 0). At Fext = F+↓
c , for K > 1.5, the system

recovers the perfect sliding phase 1, and retains this phase until F−↓
c

(dot-dot-dashed) is reached, when the plateau state is abandoned. For

0.43 < K < 1.5, at Fext = F+↓
c the chain enters phase 2. The perfect

plateau phase 1 is recovered at F 21↓
c (dashed). The unpinning is again

anticipated by the phase 2, which is reached at F 12↓
c (dot-dashed) and

retained up to F−↓
c .
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The threshold value of the force marking the upward transition between

phase 1 and phase 2 is shown in Fig. 17 as a function of K. Figure 18 shows

the border between phases 2 and phase 1 occuring when ∆F < 0 (F 12↓
c dashed).

Both F 12↑
c and F 12↓

c are non-trivial functions of K and of the other parameters.

At the left of the F 12↑
c and F 12↓

c curves (K < 0.43), we have a region where

perfect sliding state is reached for no value of Fext and vcm ripples periodically

around the plateau velocity. At the right of the F 12↑
c , F 21↓

c , F 21↑
c and F 12↓

c curves,

the CM motion sticks to the perfect-sliding constant velocity state. At K > 1,

for ∆F > 0, and at K > 1.5 for ∆F < 0 (see Fig. 17 and 18), the pinned-

unpinned transitions induced by the dragging force takes place directly, without

an intermediate phase 2.

Like for the simple pinning/unpinning, we find a clear asymmetry between

the ∆F > 0 and ∆F < 0 regimes. For ∆F > 0 the region of coexistence of

the perfect-plateau phase 1 and phase 2 ranges for 0.43 < K < 0.975. In this

region the perfect-sliding phase 1 dominates narrow force-intervals phase 2. At

the left-side of this interval at K ≃ 0.43, only a limited Fext > 0 interval supports

phase 1. The opposite trend is observed for ∆F < 0: from the unpinned state,

the system recovers the plateau in phase 2 at F+↓
c but it does not reach phase

1 until a usually negative value of Fext. In this ∆F < 0 case, we find a clear

preponderance of phase 2. The coexistence region here involving phases 1 and

2 extends up to K = 1.5, substantially above the analogous coexistence region

for ∆F > 0. Even though for Fext < 0 the force range when phase 2 occurs is

narrow, especially for ∆F > 0, simulations indicate a clear interval where phase

2 dominates.

This observed asymmetry shows that many points in the K/Fext space are

characterized by substantially different kinds of motion (often with the same av-

erage vcm) depending in a non-trivial manner from the previous dynamical state.

These non-trivially different motions represent multiple inequivalent attractors

for the driven dissipative dynamics.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we related the hysteresis loop occuring when an external adiabatic

force is applied to the lubricant, to the static pinning of the density fluctuations

through the chain, to the upper potential. This conceptual scheme fits fits per-

fectly all our results. In this light, the analogy with static friction is clearer.
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The plateau is a dynamic state characterized by a kinks lattice rigidly pinned to

one of the two substrates, so that the pinning/depinning are effectively transi-

tions between static and dynamic states, but here the kinks lattice is involved

rather than particles. There are however nontrivial differences from static fric-

tion. The first is that the dynamical pinning hysteresis cycle may be larger in

situations where the pinning itself could be intuitively considered more fragile,

e.g., for larger external velocity. Another feature is that the sudden application

of an external force can sometimes leave vcm locked to the quantized value, even

if the applied force is larger than the dynamic depinning threshold F+↑
c . More

work is necessary to draw a complete picture of the hysteresis phenomenology,

e.g. the hysteresis involving anti-kinks (r+ < 1), is yet to be explored, and a

generalization of our understanding does not follow immediately from the results

reported.

The phenomena reported for a model 1D system are quite extraordinary,

and it would be interesting if they could be observed in real systems. Nested

carbon nanotubes [15] are one possible arena for the phenomena considered here.

Though speculative at this stage, one obvious question is what aspects of the phe-

nomenology described might survive in two-dimensions (2D), where tribological

realizations, such as the sliding of two hard crystalline faces with, e.g., an inter-

posed graphite flake, are conceivable. Real substrates are, unlike our model, not

rigid, subject to thermal expansion, etc. Nevertheless, the ubiquity of plateaus

(see Fig. 1), and their topological origin, suggests that these effects would not

remove the phenomenon. The main difficulty lies in the scarce accessibility of the

lubricant motion to direct experimental investigation. Another open question

concerns the effect of a finite temperature on the dynamical hysteresis. Prelimi-

nary results obtained through a Langevin dynamics indicate that, so long as the

thermal energy is much smaller than an effective dynamical barrier (gap) preserv-

ing the incompressible plateau state, the velocity quantization is still observed.

We expect, therefore, that the qualitative dynamical hysteretic behavior should

not change too much. These aspects are currently under investigation.
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